Outfield Dose Calculation in Treatment of Breast Cancer Using Radiotherapy TPs
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Abstract: This was analytical study carried out to calculate the amount of radiation dose received by critical organ inside and outside radiation field in external beam radiation therapy of breast cancer to evaluate unnecessary radiation hazard that may arise from it, and to extract the better precaution that should be done in order to manage the unacceptable doses. Conventional radiotherapy is the most method used to treat cancer in developing countries. This study was conducted in radiation and isotopes center of Khartoum (RICK) in December 2014, 85 patient was undergoing dose computation using pinnacle 3 treatment planning system which used to distribute and calculate the dose to point inside and outside radiation field limit for the lung and skin using central axis dose calculation parameters, the variable collected was isodose line at measurement points, %DD, separation SQR, age and the stage of disease. The mean dose was 3168.2±453.3cGy, 539.4±147.8cGy, 2914.167±629.13cGy for lung and skin respectively. This dose is considered significantly high and may exceeding the tolerance of this organ which lead to increase radiation complication to the patient.
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1. Introduction

Worldwide, breast cancer is the commonest form of malignancy in women [1, 2]. It accounts for 12% of all cancers, 18% of all female cancers, 10% of all cancer deaths and 20–25% of all female cancer deaths. In England, there are 41 000 new cases per year and, in the UK, over 12 000 women die of the disease per year. The cumulative incidence in women in Europe and North America is approximately 2.7% by the age of 55, 5% by the age of 65 and 7.7% by the age of 75. Male breast cancer is rare, accounting for only 1% of breast cancer, with breast cancer ranking second among cancer deaths in women (after lung cancer) Symonds et al. 2012. In Sudanese population cases comprised 1255 women from central Sudan diagnosed with breast cancer and referred to and treated at Institute of Nuclear Medicine, Molecular Biology, and Oncology, from January 1999 to December 2006. Data revealed that 74% of the women were ≤50 years old or premenopausal. Invasive ductal carcinoma was the most common pathology (82%) and women presenting with stage III or higher tumors that had already metastasized, while ductal carcinoma in situ was the least prevalent (0.5%) [...] the risk of women to develop breast cancer at some stage of her life about one to twelve. The UK has the highest age standardized incidence and mortality for breast cancer in the world[1]. Anatomically most of the breast tissue extends from the edge of the sternum to the anterior axillary line and from the second or third to the sixth or seventh costal edge. It overflows the second to the sixth ribs. Breast tissue can be found beyond these areas as high as the clavicle and laterally to the edge of the latissimus dorsi muscle. The three main group of lymphatic drainage are axillary, supraclavicular in addition to internal mammary chain groups. The etiology of breast cancer is not clearly understood, about 10% having the genetic basis as germ line mutation of BRCA1, BRCA2, p53, PTEN and ATM. BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, recent studies was relieved that the benign breast tumors may lead to cancer and the overall risk was estimated as 1.5–3 for women with previous benign breast disease, age of first pregnancy, lactation, hormonal, family history, radiation exposure, diet, life style and smoking is was correlated with increasing risk of malignancy in women (Symonds et al. 2012). A lump in the breast may be benign or malignant. Benign lesions include cysts, fibroadenomas and papillomas. Malignant tumours mainly arise from the glandular epithelium (adenocarcinomas) (Cavalli et.al 2009). Mammogram is the most method of screening used in early detection of breast cancer it used to decrease the mortality rate by more than 30%. In a simplified model described by Harris et al. 110 for every 1,000 screening mammograms, 80 women (8%) will require tissue diagnosis, and of those undergoing biopsy only 3 (0.3%) will have a malignancy. MRI is used to diagnose breast cancer in young women when density of breast is often limiting factor of breast resolution also used to evaluate the local extend of tumor, CT help in both diagnosis and staging and bony extension assessment, US was used to differentiate the solid and cystic lesion of breast mass. FNAC and core biopsy is used to confirm histological diagnosis, treatment of breast cancer it can categorized in for groups surgery, chemotherapy (advance case response to neo-adjuvant chemo-agent in 80-90%), hormone therapy and radiotherapy.
Radiotherapy is one of the most affect method used to kill breast tumor cell which aims to deliver maximum dose of radiation to the tumor while minimizing dose to the critical structure. The effort of radiotherapy equipment manufacturer’s, Medical physicists, physicians, and radiation technologists have been directed to optimize the radiation therapy dose that should not exceed ± 5% of the prescribed tumor dose [6] or as mention by ICRU, [7] that: the error should not exceeds 3-5%, with critical consideration to the normal tissue dose and the adjacent vital organs. The models of treatment for breast cancer irradiation vary according to types of cancerous tissue and stage of disease, thus for the majority of patients present with organ-confined disease, surgery is the primary treatment. Adjuvant radiotherapy is only indicated for patients at high risk of recurrence [8]. Patients treated with daily fractions of 2.0-2.66 Gy to a total dose of 40-50 Gy over 3-5 weeks in 15 daily fraction as conventional radiotherapy show an acceptable level of toxicity in prospective studies as stated by (ann berrett 2009). Radiotherapy target volume may include: chest wall, supraclavicular area, posterior axilla in addition to the internal mammary chain which planned as stated by (Barrett et.al 2009). As shown below

The problems of unnecessary dose may also arise because the outfield tissue may irradiated so the concept of outfield dose assessment was one of the aims of this study, In this realm

Figure 2: Patient immobilized for breast irradiation on a slant board with custom mold to minimize day-to-day positioning errors.

Figure 3: Radiographic parameters using virtual simulator. The contoured heart is shown in black, the lung in gray. The central lung distance (CLD) 2.5cm at the level of the central axis. Lung length is the vertical lung distance included in the radiation port. The maximal heart distance (MHD) 1.5cm, whereas the maximal heart length (MHL) is the maximal in length in tangential fields referring to the heart contour in a digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR). Kong F-M et.al 2002.

This study conducted in radiation and isotopes center in Co-60 unit in women with breast cancer in which the conventional treatment is the most method of treatment in developing countries rather than 3DCRT, IMRT, IGRT and IORT which involved more radiation effect to the patient, Currently, it is practically not possible to obtain a direct measurement of the 3Ddose distribution delivered to a patient. Therefore, the treatment planning has tope based on calculation models. Even if direct measurements were possible. It would still be much more practical and convenient to perform planning based on calculation models.

So the accurate dose calculation is also necessary in order to further improve our understanding of the biological response mechanisms in RT, the biological response of cells to radiation is highly nonlinear, and therefore small errors in the predicted dose may lead to large errors in prediction of the biological response [10].

The dose received by both organ of interest or critical organ around it can affected by many variable such as collimator scatter radiation, thickness of the patient, energy, field size, and any accessories used during the treatment process.

In the method presented by J. R. Cunningham [11], the scatter is computed with the help of a scatter-air ratio (SAR), which is derived from a measured tissue-air ratio (TAR) and its extrapolation to a zero-area beam. Handling of irregular field shapes is typically based on the integration method developed by J. R. Clarkson [8], where the field around the calculation point is divided into a number of angular segments. The dose contribution of each segment is estimated from the scatter function (e.g. SAR), and the contributions are summed up. Later more elaborate semi empirical methods were developed, which derive scatter kernels from measured beam data [12, 13]. Many other method of dose calculation may be used according to such factor that affect radiation delivery. Commonly, the dose distribution calculated for the homogeneous water-equivalent situation is converted into the heterogeneous situation in the same geometry by applying a point-by-point correction factor. Most methods, such as the equivalent path-length method(s) [10] or the Batho power-law method [14], determine the correction factor by a direct ray-tracing from the primary radiation source to the point of interest. More sophisticated techniques, such as the equivalent TAR method [15, 16], use the electron density data from the CT image to determine the correction factors. The use of these correction factors may still lead to deviations up to 10% from the measured dose for certain type of geometries. Kernel-based or convolution/superposition dose calculation methods are based on physical principles of the radiation behavior rather than on direct beam data measurements.
According to the latest recommendations of (ICRU) renewed clinical interest. Indeed, according to ICRU Report for means of more accurately determining such doses is of concerning the remaining volume at risk (RVR), the search for means of more accurately determining such doses is of renewed clinical interest. Indeed, according to ICRU Report 83 (ICRU 2010), all normal tissues that could potentially be irradiated should be included in the RVR, and the absorbed dose in the RVR might be useful for estimating risk of later effects such as carcinogenesis. In essence, the out-of-field dose arises from three main sources: (1) leakage from the treatment unit; (2) scatter from the treatment unit head and from beam modifiers such as wedges and blocks; and (3) internal scatter originating in the patient. Different scientists estimated the dose to points in the body outside the primary beam. Therefore a generalized model is developed to calculate this dose with reasonable accuracy better than ±30% (Keys et al., 1999; Keys et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2008).

2. Material

This study was carried out using Varian theraplan plus version 3.8 Co-60 teletherapy machine with average energy 1.25 and percentage depth dose at 10 cm with $d_{\text{max}}$ at 0.5 cm depth, tray factor 0.98, maximum field size is 45*45cm² and Treatment Planning System (pinnacle³) was used for both isodose distribution and calculation.

3. Method

Number of 85 patient having breast cancer have been referred to Radiation and Isotopes Center of Khartoum (RICK) for radiation therapy course. After successful investigations as chest x-ray CXR, chest CT, ultrasound, Lab. test, histopathology and bone scan, the patients were decided to receive a radical radiotherapy course i.e. they were in stage I and II without hematologic spread. The radiotherapy planning carried out using conventional simulator, by which the four radiation fields have been determine as well as the radiation field boarders (medial, lateral tangential field anterior supraclavicular and posterior axillary fields) together with the beam entrances as proposed by ann Barret et al, 2009 [16] and as shown in Figure (1). Then the patients’ contours (Figure 2) have been taken by using pantograph and the position of target volume and the critical organs (lung, heart, head of humorous and skin) were labeled, the central lung distance was clearly defined and the patient’s separation from anterior-posterior and lateral were measured(to calculate both medial and lateral depth from the entrance and exit point, then patient data and his files referred to the physical stage of treatment planning in order to distribute and to calculate the dose to the target volume using pinnacle-3 TPs and the final dose histogram was made, three point was determined at point close to CLD inside the field, and beyond the CLD outside the field (at tangential) and at 1 mm depth (ant) after that the isodose distribution was performed and isodose line passing through these point was measured then the percentage of lung dose was calculated from total GD.

4. Result Presentation

Table 1: Show the means± Std. Deviation of dose received by lung, skin, isodose line, SQR with patient age depth from the entrance and exit point, GD and TD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean± Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient age (years)</td>
<td>46.2 ± 9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outfield lung isodose (%)</td>
<td>12.2 ± 2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin dose (cGy) from TD</td>
<td>2914.2 ± 629.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent square for TF</td>
<td>9.5 ± 1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent square for ASC</td>
<td>12.6 ± 1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth from medial point (cm)</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth from lateral point (cm)</td>
<td>7.0 ± 2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isodose line (infield) (%)</td>
<td>72.6 ± 8.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given dose (cGy)</td>
<td>4379.8 ± 256.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose to lung (infield) (cGy)</td>
<td>3186.2 ± 453.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose to lung (outfield) (cGy)</td>
<td>539.4 ± 147.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4:** Showing the relationship between the given dose and dose received by lung tissue at both point inside and outside the irradiated field which increase the dose by (1.17cGy) and (0.357cGy) respectively

**Figure 5:** showing the relationship between infield doses received by the lung tissue and isodose line that passed through the point of calculation.
Discussion and Analysis

This study aims to calculate radiation dose to critical organs (mostly lung tissue at two points inside and outside radiation field) in External Beam Radiation Therapy (EBRT) for breast cancer which resulted in mean ±SD. deviation of received dose to lung at 2cm depth away from (planning target volume) PTV as outfield point, infield point and skin at 1mm depth equal to 539.4 ± 147.8, 3186.2 ± 453.3 and 2914.197±629.1266 respectively as in table (1).

Many factors may affect outfield dose in radiotherapy, only the first two sources depend on machine design and/or additional beam modifiers placed in the path of the beam. In this study the parameters was include given dose (GD), percentage depth dose (PDD), isodose line at two points, backscatter factors (BSF), Equivalent Square(SQR) and age, which have mean ± Std. deviation of 4379.8±256.2, 87.8%±2.92%, 12.3% ± 2.9%, 1.03 ± 0.0057, 9.5 ± 1.9 and 46.2 ± 9.8 respectively. Table (1).

Total lung dose calculated outside radiation field at 2cm depth correlate with isodose line passed through this point which showed direct relations between both, as the dose increased by 49.41cGy for every one percent increment of isodose line \( R^2 = 0.953 \) as described in Figure (6), also for infield calculation the dose increased by 50.62cGy, \( R^2 = 0.83 \) as in figure (5), and this explained by (khan, 2003) who stated that the percentage depth dose (beyond the depth of maximum dose) increases with beam energy.

From this calculation we noted that the dose is decreased according to the distance from the planning target volume inside the lung which decreased from 72% to 12% isodose line. As stated by Van Der et.al 1996 the peripheral dose PD has indirect relationship with distance from the field border, also the depth form the both entrance and exit point of tangential named as lateral and medial depths that assumed from external skin of the breast can affect the received doses to both point directly increase outfield lung dose by 46.67cGy/cm increase in this for lateral depth. Also the medial distance from the entrance point to the center of the breast affects the dose directly which increases dose by 45.68cGy/cm, \( y = 46.67x + 211.6 \) and \( y = 45.68x + 219.5 \) as stated by Khan et.al 2003.
shown in Figure (4) and (5) respectively. This dose variation at two from medial and lateral entrance point to the center of the field mostly can be explained by the patient contour variation pre-during and post the treatment process.

Given dose to lung has direct relationship with dose received by lung tissue which increases dose by \(1.172cGy/1cGy\) in Figure (4) and (5) respectively. This dose variation is given in Figure (6) and (7) for out-field point as explained in figure (1).

Figure 7: demonstrate the most frequent stage of 45 patient having staging record which showed that more than half of patient coming with advance stages which affect treatment outcome that mostly be explained be the lake of awareness in Sudanese female patient and lack of early screening of breast cancer.
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